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Background and agenda 
NCHS’s ongoing challenge has been getting to appropriate size and financial sustainability. 5 years ago, 
our budget was $400K with 5 historic properties, which was simply not sustainable. Facing going out of 
business. The crowded field of historical organizations has been a big constrain on our growth. There are 
simply too many small organizations, most of them not able to be effective. But funders feel unable to 
choose among them. 
 
It’s too easy to create a nonprofit. People come together to preserve an historic house, but instead of 
putting it into use with an easement or donating to a larger organization, they create a nonprofit. Then, 
they think everyone needs to know about this house and start thinking about staff, improvements, etc.  
But the minute you think big, you are going down a fool’s path. The hard truth about most historic 
buildings is that there is no money. People assume that I’m trying to eliminate competition, but that’s 
not it. I fundamentally believe the structure of historical organizations is irrational and is going to fail.  
 
Role of local history 
Portsmouth has a great history for sure. Part of the reason we don’t interpret Portsmouth History at 
NCPS is not to step on  PHS’s toes. One of the differences between NCHS and PHS is we have a vert large 
audience, including tourists. So part of what we are doing is evangelizing for Newport history to a global 
audience. We think important things happened here that are relevant to national and world history. 
 
We are audience-based, not just RI residents. I get a lot of questions about connection to the 
community – its important, but we do much more – international and national scholars, visitors, local 
and regional as well. 
 
What is the purpose of local history? 
Get people more exposed to history, thinking about history. Thinking about the value – actual value. Had 
200 HS sophomores for a program on slavery in the North. One kid asked: Why is it important for us to 
be looking at 1790 Newport? Because our past is a giant database about how humans behave, react. 
It’s useful, valuable, in the here and now. 
 
My answer to the kid’s question: Looking at the Free People of Color society and their profound 
disillusionment with the Constitution, their deep feeling of abandonment when slavery and 
discrimination were codified in the Constitution. The decision of half of their members to leave the US 
and emigrate to Africa when US was being founded can teach us how black people in the US continue to 
feel today; how the Kurds feel for that matter.  
 
History is not just adorable or for bucking up our sense of ourselves as special. That is a parochial 
attitude. It’s not enough reason to self-perpetuate.  
 
What would be a more rational way to operate historical societies, then? 
How much really needs to be managed by them? They could transfer materials to us or RIHS, put the 
building under easement. My argument with professionalization is that you are committing to a 
substantial salary and support for an ED. As soon as the Board champions for this leave, then the whole 
commitment falls apart. That leaves a staffed organization that struggles just to stay afloat. 
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Volunteers could be more effective if you remain a loose affiliation of local individuals. If you are 
essentially a collaboration for the purposes of programming, you can grow or shrink with the resources 
available. The traditional mission is “Preserve, protect and interpret” My question is: why? If you can’t 
answer that, then you should rethink why you are doing it. 
 
Role of historical societies 
We need to start with the question – who suffers if we fail? It is profoundly wishful thinking to hire an 
ED, fix a building and them expect there to be money to sustain this 5 years out. 
 
In fact, annual funds are down significantly across the board. Ours is, so are many in RI that I talk to. The 
sustaining, mid-level donors are going away. It’s irresponsible to assume that someone will pay for this 
in the future, that your org is immune to declining support. 
 
The norm should be the opposite: raise a $10M endowment and then do this stuff. I think it’s a fallacy to 
need to hire. It’s a heartache to spend time creating plans and determine that no one cares enough to 
make it happen.  
 
NCHS interactions with PHS 
Do not have much collaboration with other Newport Co. HS. Some contact with LC HS. No active 
programming with local historical societies. She has been in touch with Anne, who is married to our 
contact at Citizens Bank. It’s been very friendly.  
 
What can PHS do better 
Ask: What does the town of Portsmouth want to do? How much would you (neighbors/town) put into a 
Museum of Portsmouth History?  
 
An alternative: Think of themselves as a Portsmouth history wiki, bringing many other historical  
Experiences together and making them accessible. There’s the RI Council of Humanities Rhode Tour – 
crowd-sourced.  
 
Storytelling is an operational, not a strategic decision. It’s fine if you decide that’s your mission, but you 
shouldn’t just launch into interpretation before making those strategic  and identity/vision choices. 
 
Support sources 
RIHS. The Town. How tight can we be with the town? Resource sharing. Etc. 
 
Examples of successful historical societies?  
Bristol HS has been revitalized under Catherine Ziff. Little Compton 100%. That’s all becase of Marjorie, 
the part time ED. I was as suspicious, as I am of all hiring by local orgs, but she has made it work. This is a 
sustainable, well-managed organization. Created professional collections and storage – we were willing 
to deaccession our objects to them. Hyper-local focus, cranking out papers. Seem to be in a very good 
place. 
 
Support for collection assessment and cataloging 
You can apply for the Museum assessment program at American Museum Association – file for and get 
it free. Conservation assessment.  
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Newport County also does this. Would be willing to visit and provide an assessment at no cost. Ruth and 
her husband used to have a business doing this.  
 
Could be fun for PHS to come down here. We had a “grandma’s attic” museum when I started and now 
we are state of the art for conservation. Took 10 years and fundraising.  
 
In fact, it would make sense for PHS to loan their important materials to a more professional 
organization, like NCHS, or RIHS. They could do this temporarily while they upgrade. But really, long-
term, it doesn’t make sense for every town to try to create state of the art archives. 
 
I know Sec of State Nellie Gorbea has always aspired to create state of the art storage for communities 
in the State Archive, but this hasn’t gone anywhere. 
 
Digitize? Good for one amazing document, not for 10,000 documents. What you want to have online is 
the index, not the doc. We’ve got a couple of million sheets of paper. We will never digitize this. We are 
focusing on indexing so people know we have these items.  
 
Somewhat the same thing images, we are indexing them by location and subject. People can look at the 
online index, them speak to our photo archivist to see the image here and/or request it digitally. We 
charge them for scanning and keep a copy of the file.  
 
Scope for collaboration 
In terms of subject matter, we are most interested in the founding of Rhode Island and Portsmouth is a 
part of that. Most of the later history is of less interest. The Battle of RI to some extent.  
 
But the founding story is of great interest. Accounts of the founding of RI jump over the “pit stop” in 
Portsmouth and go straight to Newport. They also overlook the split between Portsmouth and Newport. 
Diehard Newporters want to elevate John Clark at the expense of Williams and Hutchinson. But 
Hutchinson is essential and under represented. 
 
Ruth re-iterated her offer to visit and do an assessment of the collection or for PHS to come visit NCHS 
and hear about how they assessed and cataloged their collection. 
 
 
 
 
 


